In this paper, the flutter characteristics of a functionally graded cantilever pipe conveying flow are presented. The functionally graded structural model is based on the classical thin-walled beam theory. The governing equations and boundary conditions are determined via Hamilton's variational principle. Then, the pipe partial differential equations are converted into a set of ordinary differential equations using the extended Galerkin method. Finally, having solved the resulting structural-fluid eigenvalue system of equations, we shed lights on the effects of volume fraction index and mass ratio on flutter speeds and frequencies. A validation of the selected result in comparison to the previous published literatures is also supplied.
INTRODUCTION
Cantilever pipes conveying fluids are of considerable interest and widely used in many applications. In the classification of dynamical systems, the cantilever pipe conveying fluid is found to be a non-conservative system, in which the work done by fluid on the pipe does not vanish. Therefore, in some oscillation cycles, the pipe will gain energy from the flow and may lose stability under high flow velocity by flutter. The transfer of energy between the flowing fluid and pipe was discussed by Benjamin.
1, 2 Flutter of cantilevered continuous pipes conveying fluid was examined by Gregory and Païdoussis theoretically and experimentally. 3, 4 Bert and Chen analyzed the vibration modes in orthotropic as well as isotropic pipes conveying fluid.
5 Païdoussis and Li reviewed and compiled the exhaustive literature available on the studies related to the dynamics of pipes conveying fluids. 6 Contributions by Païdoussis on dynamics of pipes conveying fluid are enormous and one can find a host of problems and solutions associated with fluid flowing through slender structures in these books.
7, 8 Ryu et al. described the relationship between the eigenvalue branches and the corresponding unstable modes associated with flutter of cantilevered pipes conveying fluid.
9 Jayaraj et al. carried out elaborate parametric studies on various composite cylindrical shells conveying fluids.
10 For thin composite shells, they could predict the divergence as well as coupled mode flutter instabilities, and more importantly, established that the buckling mode due to the lowest critical velocity of the fluid coincides with the lowest natural frequency mode. Zhang et al. investigated the vibration characteristics of orthotropic cylindrical shells and tubes with initial tension and conveying fluid.
11, 12
In order to investigate free vibration and buckling behavior of composite cylindrical shells conveying hot fluid, Kadoli and Ganesan presented a semi-analytical finite element method.
13 Figure 1 . Pipe geometry and coordinate system. In addition to the linear analysis, some nonlinear studies have dealt with cantilever pipes conveying fluid. 8, 14 Yoon and Son investigated the effects of a tip mass and fluid flow on the dynamic behavior of a rotating cantilever pipe conveying fluid. The concept of functionally graded material (FGM) was first introduced by a group of Japanese scientists to address the aggressive environment of thermal shock.
17 Since then, FGMs have received more and more attention in engineering communities, especially in applications for high-temperature mediums such as space planes, petrochemical plants, and nuclear reactors.
18-25 Sheng and Wang investigated the vibration of functionally graded cylindrical shells with flowing fluid. The firstorder shear deformation theory was employed and the fluid velocity potential for the governing equation was developed.
26
To the best of the author's knowledge, there are no studies dealing with the flutter analysis of FGM cantilever pipes conveying fluid. In the present paper, the completed model of
